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In electrolysers with recirculation where a gas is evolved, the pumping of electrolyte from a lower 
to a higher level can be effected by the air-lift effect due to the difference between the densities of 
the inlet electrolyte and the gaseous dispersion at the outlet. A balance equation for calculation of 
the rate of flow of the pumped liquid is derived. An equation for the calculation of the mean volume 
fraction of bubbles in the space between the electrodes is proposed and verified experimentally on 
a pilot electrolyser. The pumping efficiency of the air-lift effect is determined. 
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constants of linearized Tafel no2, nH 2 
Equation 7 (V) 
electrode width (m) NB, ArE 
constants of linearized Tafel 
Equation 7 (Vm-2A -J) Nr 
specific heat of electrolyte (Jkg -~ 
K - ')  ApM, ~Xpp, 
interelectrode distance (m) Ap~ 
equivalent diameter of interelec- 
trode space (m) P 
diameter of tubing (m) 
potential of anode and cathode (V) R 
correction term, see Equation 11 Re, Re M 
Faraday's constant (96 484 C mol-~) 
acceleration of gravity (9.81m s -2) SA, Sc 
function defined by Equation 16 T 
total current flowing through elec- To, Tv 
trolyser (A) 
local current density (A m -2) AT 
mean current density (Am -2) 
reduced local current density U 
criteria defined by Equations 12 AU 
and 13 
criterion defined by Equation 9 
pumping height equal to l E - lT (m) rE, VM 
electrode height (m) 
length of tubing above electrolyser 
(m) "Up 

level height in reservoir (m) 
length of tubing, see Fig. 1 (m) 
number of electrons transferred per 
molecule of 02 or H2 
pumping power, pumping 'extra- 
power', Equations 28, 31 (W) 
total power input for electrolysis 
(w) 
pressure losses in the interelectrode 
space, in the inlet tubing and in 
elbows (N m -2) 
pressure at the upper edge of the 
electrode (N m -2) 
gas constant (J K-  ~ tool- ~ ) 
Reynolds criterion for the elec- 
trolyte and for gas dispersion 
thickness of anode and cathode (m) 
temperature (K) 
temperatures at the inlet and outlet 
(K) 
temperature difference, T~r- To 
(K) 
terminal voltage of electrolyser (V) 
increase of the mean voltage drop 
in the interelectrode space due to 
presence of bubbles (V) 
velocities of electrolyte and of 
gas dispersion between electrodes 
(ms- ' )  
velocity of electrolyte in inlet 
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channel (ms 1) QE, ~~ 
vR rising velocity of bubbles (m s ~) 
VE volume rate of flow of electrolyte #E, ~M 

(m3s -1 ) 

17~ (x) volume rate of flow of gas at height ,to 
x (m3s ') 

l?Gv volume rate of flow of gas at upper 2 
electrode edge (m 3 s l) 

x distance from lower electrode edge 2M 
(m) 

e(x), a volume fraction of bubbles at ~p 
height x between electrodes, and its ~/o2, tlH2 
mean value (Equations 5a, 22a) 

a T volume fractions of bubbles at 
upper electrode edge of electrolyte AEpo t 

~ maximum volume fraction of 
bubbles AEki n 

XA, )~C, specific electric conductivity of 
)~E, )~M anode, cathode, electrolyte and gas AEd~s 

dispersion (D, 1 m-  l) 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

density of electrolyte and gas dis- 
persion (kg m 3) 
dynamic viscosity of electrolyte and 
gas dispersion (kg m-  J s -  1 ) 

dynamic viscosity of electrolyte at 
inlet temperature (kg m-1 s-1) 
friction coefficient of electrolyte in a 
tube 
friction coefficient of gas dispersion 
between electrodes 
pump efficiency (%) 
current efficiency for oxygen and 
hydrogen 
reduced height coordinate, X/lE 

volume-specific potential energy dif- 
ference of electrolyte (J m 3) 
volume-specific kinetic energy dif- 
ference of electrolyte (Jm -3) 
volume-specific dissipated energy 
of electrolyte (J m 3) 

In technical practice, circulation of electrolyte between a reservoir or reactor and the electrolyser 
proper is effected by means of a pump placed in the connecting tube. If a gas is evolved in the 
electrolyser it is possible to arrange that the gas dispersion (with a lower density) streams into the 
reservoir while the solution from the reservoir (without the gas bubbles) passes into the electrolyser. 
This principle is utilized in water electrolysis [1] and in electro-chemical production of chlorates [2], 
etc. If high rates of flow are not required, the principle is energetically acceptable and it operates 
reliably since there are no moving parts and no maintenance problems. For high rates of flow or 
large pumping height, pumping by the gas-lift effect is energetically too expensive. 

2. T h e o r e t i c a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  

The calculation of the pumping rate is based on a pressure balance in the corresponding hydraulic 
circuit [3, 4] (Fig. 1). Bubbles are formed in the interelectrode space so that the mean relative content 
of the gas phase in a part of the circuit of height lE is equal to ~. In a part of the tubing at a height 
l E above the electrolyser, the mean content of the gas phase is equal to c~T, which is higher than ~. 
The electrolyte in the separator and in the connecting pipe of height lT is without bubbles. Circu- 
lation of the electrolyte is caused by a difference between the density of the electrolyte at the inlet 
and that of the electrolyte in part of the electrolyser. The power consumed per unit volume of the 
flowing electrolyte (W s m -3 or J m -3)  is changed irreversibly to heat by friction; any heat evolved 
in the system is conducted to the surroundings so that the system can be considered approximately 
isothermal. 

Let us choose two levels, 1-1 and 2-2 (Fig. 1), at which the balance of the specific (volume) kinetic 
and potential energies are made. Then 

AEpot = gO.Ely - -  ~E/E(1 -- ~) -- gO~ElH(1 - -  ~C) (la) 

AEki n = I~OE(12E/Fj~)2 -- �89 -- C~T)-' (12E/F22) 2 (lb) 

AEdi s ~. ApM --}- App ~- 6pz (lc) 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of electrolyser with reservoir with electrolyte 
circulation caused by the formation of gas bubbles, lE, Elec- 
trode height; l H, vertical part of outlet tubing; l D, vertical 
part of inlet tubing; l~, ls, length of connecting tubing at the 
outlet and inlet, respectively; lr, height of inlet tubing (reac- 
tor) filled with electrolyte; E, electrolyser; R, separator. 
Direction of flow is denoted by arrows. 

The second term in Equation 1 a involves the mean volume fraction of bubbles, ~, and the third term 
involves the volume fraction of bubbles at the top of  the electrolyser, aT. The cross-sectional areas 
of flow at the levels 1-1 and 2-2 are denoted as FI~ and F22. It should be noted that for closed systems 
the planes 1-1 and 2-2 should fuse to a single plane. For a closed system we usually presume that 
AEk~ n in the separator is zero, i.e. is dissipated as heat. 

The terms in Equation lc correspond to losses due to friction in the section containing a mixture 
of the gas and electrolyte (ApM) or electrolyte only (App), and energy dissipated in places where the 
shape of the tube changes (Apz). 

The above equations can be combined to give 

F gQEIT -- gOEIE(1 -- a) -- geEt.(l -- aT) = ApM + App + Ap, + }QE L ~ - ~  \ ~ 7  J 

(ld) 

The basic physical parameters for the gas dispersion with a bubble volume fraction, a, are given 
as 

~OM = tOE(1 -- ~) (2a) 

# M  = ]'~E( 1 - -  (X) 2.5 (2b) 

1 
V E I l - - ~ ( x ) J  (2e) 'U E ~ 

'UG ~ wd 

v c = v E + VR[1 -- a(x)] 3s (2e) 

The expressions for the dynamic viscosity, #M, in Equation 2b and for the velocity of gas bubbles, 
v~, in Equation 2e are di3cussed in [5]. In real dispersions containing spherical bubbles the volume 
fraction, a(x), cannot reach unit? volume fraction. In a cubical arrangement the maximal volume 
gas fraction, e~, is 0.5236 and for the closest packing c% = 0.7408. For random packing a mean 
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value o f ~  = 0.63 was predicted and corresponds to the stochastic frequency maximum [6!. Kreysa 
and Kuhn [7] slightly rearranged Equation 2e, introducing c% : 

v~ = VE + Va[1 -- ~(X)] 45 {1 -- C~(X)/C~o~] -1 (2f) 

The velocity of rising bubbles relative to the moving electrolyte, VR, depends on the superficial gas 
velocity, l?GT/db [8], e.g. the bubble diameter is changed with the change of l?~v/bd. The correspond- 
ing Reynolds number is given as 

ReM - IfEdEQ~E (1 - e)2.5 = Re (1 - c~) 25 (3a) 
bdl2E 

where dE is the equivalent channel diameter, 

dE = 2bd/(b + d) (3b) 

Here, b denotes electrode width and d denotes interelectrode distance. In practice, b >> d. 
The pressure losses in the interelectrode space can be calculated as 

ApM = ).M(lE/2dE)oE(12E/bd) 2 (1 -- ~)-~ (4a) 

where 
2~ = 96/ReM for Re~ < 2300 (4b) 

2 M = 0.314/Re~ 25 for ReM > 2300 (4c) 

Analogous equations apply for App. For Apz, the term IE/d E is set equal to the value found in tables 
[9]. For example, for a change in direction at a right angle, this term lies between 30 and 70. 

The volume fraction of bubbles at a height x, can be expressed, using Equations 2c, 2d and 2f, 
as 

~(x) = 12G(X)C%/{I?G(X ) + [Pc(X) + 12E] [eo~ -- e(X)] + ~o bdvR [1 - ~(x)] 5s } (5a) 

where vR represents the velocity of rising bubbles relative to the moving electrolyte due to buoyancy. 
The volume fraction of bubbles at the top of the electrolyser can be expressed as 

aT = (Xoo VGT/[J)~GT + (~-GT + ~"E) (0~oo -- 0~T) + ~obdvR(1 - 0~T) s'5] (5b) 

The mean volume fraction of bubbles is given by 

= Ii ~(~) d~ (5c) 

It was assumed [3] that ~/~T ---- 0.5, corresponding to current densities being independent of x. It 
will be shown that this simplification is possible if aT -~ 0, whereas in the general case of uneven 
current density distribution along the height of the electrolyser, ~/~T > 0.5. 

2.1. Analytical calculation of  ~/~T for a bipolar electrolyser neglecting the velocity of  rising bubbles 

The equation for the voltage drop along a current line at height r in a bipolar electrolyser reads 

U = a'A + b'Aj(~) + a'c + b'cj(~) + j(~) [SA)~2 ~ + Sc)~c ~] 

fr j (4) 
+ J({)dz{1 I 1 + l '5K3fa~ - -7-d~l  (6) 

This gives the terminal voltage, U, of the electrolyser. The first four terms on the right-hand side 
correspond to the anode and cathode potentials. 

EA = a'A + b'Aj({) (Ta) 
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- E c  = a'c + b'cj(~) (7b) 

Equations 7a and 7b are justified only for small deviations of j({) about].  
Then comes the voltage drop in the anode and cathode of thickness SA and Sc and specific 

conductivity ZA and Zc, respectively. The last term represents the voltage drop in the space between 
the electrodes, where the specific resistivity of the gas dispersion is given by the Maxwell equation 
[3, 12], Equation 8a. There are also other equations for the calculation of ZM [10, 11], but  the 
Maxwell equation leads to an analytical solution. It is worth mentioning that the Maxwell equation 
slightly underestimates Zfi ~ so that a more uniform current density distribution is eventually 
obtained. Hence, for a flow-through system 

Zfi I = Z~ l~[1 + 1.5 
( 

or 

where 

and 

[ J/G!X)~ ~ rE(X) ] } (8a) 

VG (X) [4 j (~) 
VGT ~--- J0 T d~ (9) 

K3 ~--~ ~T (10) 
1 - aT 

f = [I/E+ baVR(1 - aT) 5"5 (1 --  aT/~cc ) 1J/IV E + bdvR(1 - a(x)) '5 (1 - a(x)/a~) l] (11) 

Equation 8 is strictly valid only if aT < 0.2, whereas for higher values of aT the specific electric 
resistivity of the dispersion is better expressed by the Bruggeman equation [10] 

Z~ ~ = Z{ -1 1 + 3J30 -)-- d~ (12) 

Since we want to obtain an analytical solution, we use Equation 8 for vR = 0 and for any values 
of as, taking into account that for higher values of eT the calculated resistivity and the ratio of a/C~T 
will be smaller than with the use of Equation 12. 

Introducing dimensionless criteria and simplexes 

j~ = j ( ~ ) / j  (13b) 

K1 = ( U -  a'A - -  a ~ c ) / ] d ) ~ E  l (13b) 

K2B ~-. (bZA -~ b~c)/d XE 1 -~- (SAZA 1 -~- S c X c l ) / d z ~  ~ (13c) 

Equation 6, which is now valid only for v R = 0, can be rearranged in the form 

K, = K2Bj~ + je(1 + 1.5K 3 J0 J~ d~ (14) 

The value of K~ (or U) is not known, but it can be calculated by using the equation for the current 
density balance 

f~j~ d~ = 1 (15) 
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Equation 14 can be transformed by substituting 

= H 

into the form 

(16) 

Kt = K2BH' + (1 + 1.5K3H)H'  (17) 

The boundary conditions are H(~ = 0) = 0, H(~ = 1) = 1. Since the value of K1 is not known, 
two boundary conditions are needed; the latter follows from Equation 15. The solution leads to 

K~ = 1 + K2B + 0.75/s (18) 

H(~) = [(3K1K3~. + (1 + KzB)2) �89 -- 1 -- K2B]/1.5K3 (19) 

H'(~) = jr = KI(3KIK3r + (1 + K:B)2) -~ (20) 

The following equation is important for further calculations: 

H(~) = I2 j~d~ = Iz~(~)/l/c. r (21) 

Equation 5c can be rearranged by using Equations 5a and 21 for vR = 0 to the form 

12v(~)d~ ~ Hd~ rl 

= Jo /2 E + PG({) = Jo (22a) g/POT + H 

From the definition of K3, we then obtain 

Hd{ (22b) = 

By substituting Equation 19 for H in Equation 22b and integrating we obtain the resulting equation 
for the volume fraction of bubbles 

~/c~- r = (1 + 1//(3) {1 - [(3K, K 3 + (1 + K2~)2) ~ - t - I~B]/K,K 3 

+ (K2B -- 0.5) In [((3K~K3 + (1 + KiB)2) ~ -- K2B + 0.5)/1.5]} (23) 

This equation shows that the ratio of ?~/C~T increases with the value of K2 (K2 increases with increasing 
b2 and b~ and decreasing dz~ -~) and approaches 0.5 for/s -+ 0 (for low gas fractions). 

In calculating the value of K3 we must know the value of 17CT corresponding to the total current, 
Is, flowing through the system. For example, for diaphragm-less water electrolysis in alkaline 
medium (such as was used in our experiments) we have 

__ RT-r 
i~cs IT (1~o 2 + �89 (24) 

F P 

where */o2 ~< I, r/H 2 ~< 1 and R T / P  is the molar volume of the (ideal) gas at a pressure P and 
temperature Ts at the upper edge of the electrolyser electrodes. 

2.2. Numerical calculation o f  ~ for  one cell o f  a bipolar electrolyser 

The voltage balance referring to a current line for a bipolar electrolyser using the Bruggeman 
equation 11 reads 

t / - / I �9 - I J -  U = a A + bAJ~ + ac + b cJr + Je(SAZA + ScZc ~) + Je d)~Y ~ 1 + K 3 f  ,ie d{ (25) 

Equation 25 is valid for j({) ~ ]; for other cases we can use bA In [j(~)] and bc In [j({)] for the 
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Fig. 2. Experimental set-up. 1, Reservoir with 200 litres 8.77% NaOH; 2, overflow to maintain the level; 3, one cell of bipolar 
electrolyser, 13 • 70cm; 4, overflow to reservoir, 5, for measurement of the rate of flow; 6, water gauge for reservoir 5; 7, 
reservoir with soda lye; 8, pump with controllable speed of revolution of electric motor, 9. l T, Level height in reservoir; lE, 
electrode height; A/, pumping height. 

electrode polarization instead of  b '  A and b' c. Equation 25 can be rearranged using dimensionless 
numbers and simplexes into the form 

K1 = K2~j~ + jr (1 + K3f f~ j~ d ~  1.5 (26) 

Equation 15 is to be used for the calculation of  KI. The value of fi can be obtained by numerical 
integration of  Equation 5c. 

Using Equation 16 as the definition of  H we have to solve Equation 27: 

K1 
H'  = (27) 

K2. + (1 + K3fH) l~ 

with boundary conditions H(0) = 0; H(1) = 1. 

2.3. Power loss due to pumping by the buoyancy effect of gas bubbles 

We shall consider the system shown in Fig. 2: the pumping power NB and the pressure loss to be 
compensated are given as 

U B = t?EA p (28) 

Ap = OEgAI (29) 

The bubble volume fraction at the upper edge of the electrodes, ~x, is a factor determining the 
mean voltage drop between the electrodes. Subtracting the mean voltage drop between the elec- 
trodes in the absence of bubbles from the aforementioned value, we obtain the voltage increment, 
AU, due to the presence of bubbles in the interelectrode gap. 

AU = ]dZE~(K, - 1 - K2B) (30) 

The extra power consumed due to the presence of  the bubbles in the interelectrode gap, N E, may 
be approximated by 

NE = ITAU (31) 

If the ratio of the power for pumping the fluid by the gas-lift effect to the extra power is defined as 
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'pumping efficiency' then this quantity is given by 

NR 
- - -  x 100 (%) ( 3 2 )  

r/p - -  NE 

The total power consumed in one cell of a bipolar electrolyser, Nx, is given by 

NT = ]blEU (33) 

3.  E x p e r i m e n t a l  d e t a i l s  a n d  r e s u l t s  

Equation 23 was verified on a pilot scale, undivided electrolyser for water decomposition. To a first 
approximation, the current efficiencies for H2 and 02 evolution, t/% and r/H2, are set to 1. The 
electrolyte was 8.77% NaOH solution, the electrode width b = 130mm, electrode height 
lE = 703 mm and interelectrode distance d = 6ram. The electrolyser was connected to a reservoir 
of 200 litres, whose outlet was connected to the lower part of  the electrolyser. Current collectors were 
fastened at ten points on the rear faces of the electrodes so that the electrolyser could be considered 
as one cell of a bipotar electrolyser (Fig. 2). The electrolyte level in the reservoir could be changed 
from + 70 to - 320 mm with respect to the overflow located at the upper edge of the electrodes. The 
outflowing liquid passed into another reservoir which was provided with a water gauge to measure 
the flow rate of the electrolyte. 

First, the local resistance and pressure losses in the space between the electrodes were measured 
at a chosen flow rate. The following expression for Apz was found: 

Apz = 25.7 2~EV~ (34) 

Afterwards, the liquid level in the reservoir was set at a chosen height, l T, and the value of ~ was 
calculated from the equation 

( /E ) 1  V 2 (35) 
gQElT -- g~E/Z(1 -- &) = 2 M ~ +  51.42 + 1 ~ E  1 _----~ 

Here, the kinetic energy of the liquid at the inlet is neglected. 
The system was not isothermal, since the temperature at the upper edge of the electrodes was 

always higher than at inlet (TT > To). Therefore, the mean dynamic viscosity, #, was calculated 
according to 

(36) 

and the gas volume at the upper edge of the electrodes as 

T T -  r0 )  (37) 
12cw = l)'cT,0 1 + 29-3 J 

In treating the data, the temperature difference between the outflowing and inlet electrolyte was 
calculated as 

~Z ~- QU AH~ . /'r (38) 
2F / VE~ECpE 

The following physical constants were used: AH~ = 241.8 x 103j for water decomposition [13]; 
CpE = 3789Jkg LK-I [14]; /~E = 0 .00173Nsm-2 [15]; ~E = 1095kgm 3 [16]; g[l  = 0.03435 f~m 

[17]. 
The substantial experimental data are presented in Figs 3, 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental valueS of electrolyte flow 
rate, 12 E (m 3 s-L), versus average current den- 
sity, ](A cm-2). The dashed line gives the 12Gr 
values for different current densities. Values of 
Al: x ,  40ram; zx, 80ram; rn, 160ram; O, 
240 mm; + ,  320 mm. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental values of ~ as function of 
average current density, y (Acm 2) for dif- 
ferent pumping heights. Notat ion as for Fig. 3 
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Fig. 5. Total voltage, U(V), on one cell 
of a bipolar electrolyser versus average 
current density,j  (Acm -2) for different 
pumping heights. Notat ion as for 
Fig. 3 

4. Discussion 

Based on experimental data and Equation 18, the values of  K2B = 0.408 and (a)< + a~) = 2.16V 
were calculated by the least squares method. The voltage drop of the electrodes and busbars is also 
included in the value of  K2B. The value 2.16 V for (a)< + a~) is higher than the thermodynamic value 
of  1.2 V due to linearization of the U - j  relation in the range ] e (0.005; 0.8> (A cm-2), The values 
of  r2 were then calculated from Equation 23 (for v R = 0) and the same quantities were calculated 
from the experimental data with the aid of  Equation 35. 

Numerical integration of Equations 5c and 27 for vR = 0 resulted in values of  ~ higher (on 
average + 12%) than those obtained by experiment. It  was concluded that the bubbles have a 
certain rising velocity, vR, resulting in a decrease of  the value of aT and hence ~. For  each experiment 
we used Equations 27, 5a and 5c to calculate such a value of VR, for which the calculated and 
experimental values of~  were identical (see Fig. 6) for c% = 0.63. The VR values were correlated with 
superficial gas velocity, (loT/bd , 

faT 
vR = v ~ + (0.752 + 0.125) ff~ (39) 

where the upper and lower limits of  the mean were calculated from the sample variance, s, 

sZ = Z (xi - 2)2/(n - 1) (40) 

using Student's statistic as _+ t(n; O.05)s/(n) ~. The v ~ value was estimated as 0.5 cm s -L . Equation 39 
is valid for all experiments up to Al = 320 ram. Equation 39 is only an approximation of a more 
complicated dependency as can be seen from Fig. 6. The average error of  VR is _ 36%. 

With the help of  Equation 39 we recalculated the values of~,  U, UB, ATE and ArT for all experiments 
(Fig. 7). The calculated values of  ~ are distributed randomly about  the experimental values of  ~ with 
an average error of  + 4.1%. Some of the experimental and calculated data are given in Table 1. 
The values in Table 1 indicate that the best fit of  K2~ using a least squares method for all data 
predicts lower cell voltage for At = 40 m m  and higher cell voltage for Al = 320 ram, compared to 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the calculated % 
(cms -~) values as function of the superficial 
gas velocity, fzov/bd (cmst),  for the case 
where experimental ~ is put equal to calculated 
~; (c% = 0.63). Notation as for Fig. 3 

experimental  values. The greatest error in total cell voltage is § 0.47 V for U = 3.95 V, but  this 

system also results in a very high value of ~ (Table 1). 

The physical background  of Equa t ion  39 lies, according to Hine  [8], in the dependency of vR (or 
the bubble diameter) on the superficial gas velocity. Equa t ion  2f can be used for the evaluat ion of 

experimental  data  for systems where 'channel l ing '  of  bubbles  takes place. The rising velocity, vR, 
calculated according to Stokes law is considerably smaller than the value calculated from Equa t ion  

Table 1. Experimental and calculated values for A1 = 40mm and A1 = 320mm 

AI (ram) ~ (Acm -2) U (V) U (V) ~ 
(experimental) (theory) (experimental) (theory) 

40 0,055 2,40 2.33 0.0701 0.0695 
40 0,109 2.56 2.50 0.0789 0.0754 
40 0.172 2.80 2.71 0.0860 0.0872 
40 0,219 2,98 2.86 0.0912 0.0941 
40 0,268 3.15 3.03 0.0979 0.0979 
40 0,312 3.25 3.17 0.1042 0.1005 
40 0.438 3.80 3.62 0.1125 0.1213 
40 0.547 4.30 4.01 0.1295 0.1299 
40 0.648 4,80 4.52 0.1353 0.1465 
40 0.793 5.30 4.94 0.1446 0.1566 

320 0.328 3.95 4.42 0.4728 0,5179 
320 0.438 4.60 4.9l 0.4841 0.4854 
320 0,547 5.20 5,64 0.4912 0.4905 
320 0.640 5.80 6.23 0.4976 0.4910 
320 0.766 6,60 6.90 0.5150 0.4800 
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Fig. 7. Power consumed for electrolysis in one 
cell (ART), 'extra-power' consumed due to the 
presence of gas bubbles in the electrolyte (NE) 
and power required for pumping due to the 
gas-lift effect (NB) as functions of the average 
current density, j, for two pumping heights. 
Open symbols: Al = 40mm; solid symbols: 
AI = 320ram. N~c, o o; NE, zx A; NB, [] II.  

39. This opinion supports the values published for a pilot plant electrolyser for chlorate production 
[18], with b = 148ram, d = 9mm and lE = 700mm. For evaluation of the data it was necessary 
to use unusually high rising velocities based on estimated bubble diameters (0.036-0.048cm), 
because the experimental data indicated very low a values. The experimentally measured bubble 
diameters were only 0.018~3.024 cm. 

As a result, Equation 39 can be recommended for a system with d ~ 6 mm and also for systems 
with recirculation of the electrolyte described in Fig. 1. 

The 'pumping efficiency' was, in our system, in the range 0.01 to 3.5%. Nevertheless, the simplicity 
of pumping and the very low absolute values of power needed for pumping (ATE) compared to the 
total power input (NT) make it feasible to use the bubbles for pumping (electrolyte circulation) in 
closed loops. 

5. Conclusions 

Equation 35, giving the volume fraction of bubbles, a, was verified experimentally on a pilot scale 
electrolyser. In the interelectrode gap the velocity of rising bubbles, vR, is co-determined by the 
superficial gas velocity Equation 39 and by the flow of bubbles in 'channels' (in the swarm in the 
vicinity of the electrode) and therefore va can be approximated by Equation 2f. Equations 39 and 
2f are also important in calculating the circulation rate or the pumping height for industrial 
electrolysers used in the production of hydrogen, oxygen or chlorates. Equation 39 represents a 
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co r rec t ion  (4 /20%)  to be used in  the ca l cu l a t i on  o f  a or  re la ted  quan t i t i es ,  e.g. )~E/~M, in which  the  

Stokes  veloci ty o f  b u b b l e s  is p u t  equa l  to zero (vR = 0). 
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